Early inductive interactions are involved in restricting cell fates of mesomeres in sea urchin embryos.
Isolated intact caps of animal blastomeres, obtained from either 8- or 16-cell embryos, differentiate as swollen ectodermal vesicles. These findings agree with earlier studies demonstrating that mesomeres contribute only to larval ectoderm during normal development. In contrast, we find that pairs of mesomeres isolated from 16-cell embryos can differentiate endodermal and mesenchymal cells in a substantial number of cases (23%). Thus, mesomeres have a greater developmental potential than is realized during normal development. Further results support hypotheses that graded distributions of morphogenetic determinants exist within these embryos, since the extent of differentiation of isolated mesomeres is related to the relative position of the third cleavage plane along the animal-vegetal axis. When the third cleavage plane is subequatorial and the resulting animal blastomeres inherit a fraction of the vegetal hemisphere, more cases (39%) differentiate endodermal and mesenchymal cell types. A significant number of mesomere pairs (9-14%), however, can still differentiate endodermal and mesenchymal cells when the mesomeres are formed within the animal hemisphere. Thus, putative vegetal morphogenetic determinants may extend into the animal hemisphere in some cases. Further results indicate a temporal restriction in the developmental potential of mesomeres or mesomere progenitor cells since their differentiative capability is greater if they are isolated earlier during development. Aggregates of isolated mesomere pairs also display a decreased developmental potential when compared to isolated mesomere pairs. These results suggest that associations with adjacent cells (vegetal cells as well as adjacent mesomeres) restrict the development of mesomeres between third and sixth cleavages.